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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
▪

Over the first quarter of 2021, Synergy American Corporate Class, Series F (the Fund) returned -2.18% compared with the S&P
500 Total Return Index, which returned 4.85%.

▪

The Fund underperformed its benchmark primarily due to underweight allocations to the energy and real estate sectors, which
outperformed the broader market. An overweight exposure to industrials sector and underweight allocation to information
technology sector contributed to Fund’s performance.

CONTRIBUTORS TO PERFORMANCE
Alphabet Inc. (parent company of Google) was the fund’s highest absolute contributor during the quarter. The company benefited
from the economic re-opening, delivering strong results. Specifically, YouTube’s growth re-accelerated and appeared to be unlocking
the advertising revenues currently earmarked for television. Capital One Financial Corporation has traditionally been a strong earlycycle performer. We believe its performance has been enhanced because of the stimulative fiscal and monetary backdrop. Economic
recovery tends to lead to improving credit, but stimulus may have accelerated these trends.

DETRACTORS FROM PERFORMANCE
Apple Inc. detracted from performance following strong performance in the fourth quarter of 2020. The stock declined during the
period amid reports that it was cutting build orders on some iPhone models by up to 20% as a sign of waning demand. With
comparisons likely to be difficult as we progress through the year and with the stock already having re-rated, we reduced the position
size while still keeping the stock in the Fund. Despite an outstanding Q4 2020 report, investors lumped Amazon.com Inc. with COVID19 beneficiaries that have struggled to generate returns in Q1 2021. Given investor concerns about a year of difficult comparisons,
stocks that benefited from the pandemic in 2020 are being sold, and that cash is being used to buy more cyclical companies that are
likely to benefit as the economy re-opens. Furthermore, a rise in interest rates rattled many growth companies as their valuations may
become harder to justify.

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITY
Robert Half International Inc. was added to the Fund. Much like other staffing companies, each of its earnings peak has been greater
than the last cycle, which we expect to continue. Most of the growth seems to be organic. The company benefited from product
expansion, building from its base of finance and accounting, into information technology professionals, consulting and executive

search. The company has also expanded geographically over time. A position in FedEx Corp. was eliminated in order to use the
proceeds to boost the Fund’s transportation exposure in both rails and less-than-truckload companies. We took profits on FedEx Corp.
on the belief that its International Express business was operating at or near peak levels. Throughout the pandemic, with airline
capacity reduced, the capacity on commercial airlines was limited, which resulted in significantly increased demand for FedEx’s
offering. With airline capacity set to return, we believe the environment should normalize.

MARKET OVERVIEW
With unprecedented monetary and fiscal stimulus, global economic growth will likely accelerate in 2021. We believe that an
inventory rebuild cycle and an upswing in the hard-hit services sector should result from the vaccine rollout, and help to unleash
pent-up consumer demand. This means there can be more room for equities to rise. The U.S. Federal Reserve remains steadfast
in its positioning not to raise interest rates. However, longer-term interest rates could prove concerning and as such, monitoring
inflationary data points will be key. Supply and demand imbalances mean that commodity prices could keep trending higher. Deglobalization and manufacturing nationalism are also expected to support future inflation. Finally, sustained fiscal and monetary
policy support the notion that inflation will remain, and to the extent that it does, sooner-than-expected interest-rate increases
seem plausible.
We favour the materials sector, commodity-exposed companies in particular, and believe they will help to protect against
potential inflationary pressures. At the same time, we have reduced the Fund’s information technology sector exposures,
especially those with higher valuations as higher interest rates will likely impact their discounted cash flow.
Source: Picton Mahoney Asset Management research based on raw data from Morningstar Research Inc., and Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus
before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns net of fees and expenses payable by the fund (except
for figures of one year or less, which are simple total returns) including changes in security value and reinvestment of all dividends/distributions and
do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced
returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
This document is provided as a general source of information and should not be considered personal, legal, accounting, tax or investment advice, or
an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell securities. Every effort has been made to ensure that the material contained in this document is accurate at the
time of publication. Market conditions may change which may impact the information contained in this document. All charts and illustrations in this
document are for illustrative purposes only. They are not intended to predict or project investment results. Individuals should seek the advice of
professionals, as appropriate, regarding any particular investment. Investors should consult their professional advisors prior to implementing any
changes to their investment strategies.
The comparison presented is intended to illustrate the Mutual Fund’s historical performance as compared with the historical performance of widely
quoted market indexes or a weighted blend of widely quoted market indexes. There are various important differences that may exist between the
Mutual Fund and the stated indexes that may affect the performance of each. The objectives and strategies of the Mutual Fund result in holdings that
do not necessarily reflect the constituents of and their weights within the comparable indexes. Indexes are unmanaged and their returns do not include
any sales charges or fees. It is not possible to invest directly in market indexes.
Certain statements contained in this communication are based in whole or in part on information provided by third parties and CI Global Asset
Management has taken reasonable steps to ensure their accuracy. Market conditions may change which may impact the information contained in this
document.
Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that are predictive in nature, depend
upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “could,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,”
or “estimate,” or other similar expressions. Statements that look forward in time or include anything other than historical information are subject to risks
and uncertainties, and actual results, actions or events could differ materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of future
performance and are by their nature based on numerous assumptions. Although the FLS contained herein are based upon what CI Global Asset
Management and the portfolio manager believe to be reasonable assumptions, neither CI Global Asset Management nor the portfolio manager can
assure that actual results will be consistent with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not to place undue reliance on
FLS. Unless required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation to update or revise
FLS, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
Picton Mahoney Asset Management is the portfolio sub-advisor to certain funds offered and managed by CI Global Asset Management.
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